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Abstract
Let σ be a fixed non-identical permutation on k elements. Additive bijections T on the matrix algebra
Mn(F) over a field F of characteristic zero, with the property that rk(A1 · · ·Ak) = rk
(
Aσ(1) · · ·Aσ(k)
)
implies the same condition on theT images, are characterized. It is also shown that the surjectivity assumption
can be relaxed, if this property is preserved in both directions.
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1. Introduction
A theory of linear transformations on matrices that preserve certain matrix invariants, relations,
or properties (or simply, linear preservers) dates back to the works by Frobenius [6] and Dieudonné
[4]. From the middle of the past century, in works by Hua [9,10], some non-linear preservers were
investigated. In [12], Omladicˇ and Šemrl started to investigate additive preservers. It appears
that additive preservers provide a natural class of transformations in the non-linear case. The
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investigation of additive preservers usually requires a different technique than the linear case
and may lead to surprising results, see for example, [5], where the authors provide some “wild”
additive preservers even for such a classical matrix invariant as invertibility.
The purpose of the present paper is to classify additive transformations which preserve the
following matrix relation:
rk(A1 · · ·Ak) = rk
(
Aσ(1) · · ·Aσ(k)
) (1)
for a fixed integer k  2 and an arbitrary fixed permutation σ ∈ Sk .
The bijective linear transformations on matrices over an arbitrary field that preserve rank-
permutability for a given k and all σ ∈ Sk , namely, the set of matrix k-tuples such that Eq. (1)
is satisfied for all σ ∈ Sk , were characterized in [1]. Also it was proved that all transformations
which preserve this set strongly are automatically bijective.
In [2] these results were extended to the case of additive transformations on matrices over
algebraically closed field of zero characteristic. It was shown that in order to obtain such a
classification it is not necessary to consider all k! equalities of type (1) which correspond to all
permutations in Sk , but only one equality, corresponding to a permutation of certain prescribed
form (σ ∈ Sk replaces the first and the last elements and may act in arbitrary way on the other
k − 2 elements), is sufficient. It was also shown that for arbitrary σ additive strong preservers of
(1) are automatically injective. Note that bijectivity is not automatic here since the surjectivity
does not follow automatically from the injectivity as in the linear case.
From the above investigations the following problem clearly arises: is an arbitrary fixed non-
identical permutation σ ∈ Sk and the corresponding condition with equality of type (1) sufficient
to characterize additive bijective transformation T ?
The present paper provides a complete solution of the above problem, namely in Section 3
for a fixed integer k  2 and an arbitrary fixed permutation σ ∈ Sk we characterize all bijective
additive transformations on matrices that preserve the relation (1). Moreover, the technique used
here allows us to remove the assumption that a ground field is algebraically closed. In Section 4,
we consider the corresponding problem for additive non-bijective transformations that strongly
preserve this relation. We obtained a characterization of almost surjective additive strong preserv-
ers of (1). In particular, these transformations are automatically injective but may not be surjective.
In Section 5, we collect some examples showing that our assumptions are indispensable.
It should be remarked that our results depend heavily on the recent progress in the solution of
Kaplansky problem [11], obtained in [5].
2. Definitions and notations
Throughout, n  2 will be an integer and Mn(F) will be the algebra of n × n-matrices over
an arbitrary (commutative) field F. It is known that Mn(F) is spanned by the matrices Eij which
have one on (ij)th position and zeros elsewhere. Let GLn(F) ⊂ Mn(F) denote the group of
invertible matrices, with identity I . Given a field homomorphism φ : F → F (i.e., an additive and
multiplicative function on F), we let Xφ be a matrix, obtained from X by applying φ entry-wise.
In addition, let Xtr be the transposed matrix of X.
We next recall some known results about rational forms for matrices over an arbitrary field F.
Definition 2.1. A companion matrix of a monic polynomial f (x) = xm + am−1xm−1 + · · · +
a3x3 + a2x2 + a1x + a0, of degree m  2, is the matrix
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C(f ) =

0 0 0 0 . . . 0 −a0
1 0 0 0 . . . 0 −a1
0 1 0 0 . . . 0 −a2
0 0 1 0 . . . 0 −a3
...
...
...
...
.
.
.
...
...
0 0 0 0 . . . 1 −am−1

∈ Mm(F). (2)
If f (x) = x + a0 is of degree one we let C(f ) := − a0 be the 1 × 1 matrix, i.e., a scalar.
The following lemma is straightforward and well-known:
Lemma 2.2. The polynomial f is a characteristic polynomial of its companion matrix C(f ).
Theorem 2.3 [7, p. 144], [8, Theorem 11.20]. Any matrix A ∈ Mn(F) is similar over F to a
matrixC(A) = ⊕j C(pe1j1 )⊕ · · · ⊕⊕j C(pekjk ), where pi are distinct irreducible factors of the
characteristic polynomial χA(x) = ∏ 1ik
1jki
pi(x)
eij
. The matrix C(A) is determined uniquely,
up to the order of diagonal blocks C(gi).
Definition 2.4. The matrix C(A) described in Theorem 2.3 is called a primary rational form
of A.
Let k  2 be an integer and σ ∈ Sk be a non-identical, fixed permutation. Below we collect
some definitions on “σ rank permutable” transformations.
Definition 2.5. We say that a matrix k-tuple (A1, . . . , Ak) lies in a setSσ if
rk(A1 · · ·Ak) = rk
(
Aσ(1) · · ·Aσ(k)
)
.
Definition 2.6. A transformation T : Mn(F) → Mn(F) preserves Sσ if T (Sσ ) ⊆Sσ . The set
of all such transformations is denoted by . In addition, if σ = (12) ∈ S2 then T ∈  is called a
rank-commutativity preserver.
Definition 2.7. A transformation T : Mn(F) → Mn(F) strongly preserves Sσ if T (Sσ ) ⊆Sσ
and T (Mn(F) \Sσ ) ⊆ Mn(F) \Sσ . The set of all such transformations is denoted by ̂.
Definition 2.8. A transformation T : Mn(F) → Mn(F) is called almost surjective if the linear
span of the image of T , over the field F, equals Mn(F).
3. Bijective case
Throughout this section, T is an additive and bijective transformation that preservesSσ .
Lemma 3.1. The primary rational form of T (I) does not contain non-zero nilpotent blocks.
Proof. Pick a similarity P ∈ GLn(F) such that P−1T (I)P equals the primary rational form
C(T (I )) of Theorem 2.3. Now, if the claim is false, at least one block of C(T (I )) is a non-zero
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nilpotent. Therefore, it equals Eq. (2), with zeros on the last column. For simplicity, assume it is
the first (i.e., the most upper-left) one. Then, with E :=PE11P−1,
T (I)E = PE21P−1 and ET (I) = 0. (3)
Also, since T is surjective, E = T (F ) and I = T (J ) for some F , J ∈ Mn(F).
Let t ∈ {1, . . . , k} be the smallest integer such that σ(t) /= t ; note that t < k. Consider now
the following matrix k-tuple(
A1 :=J, . . . , At−1 :=J,At := I, At+1 :=F, . . . , Ak :=F
)
,
which lies in Sσ , since σ fixes the indices {1, . . . , t − 1}. By the assumptions, T (Sσ ) ⊆Sσ ,
and we have
rk (T (A1) · · · T (Ak)) = rk
(
T (Aσ(1)) · · · T (Aσ(k))
)
,
i.e.,
rk
(
I t−1T (I)Ek−t
) = rk(I t−1EgT (I)Ek−t−g), (4)
where g :=σ(t) − t > 0. However, the matrixE is idempotent, soEk−t = E = Eg , and it follows
from (3) that the left hand side of the equality (4) is equal to 1 while the right hand side is equal
to 0, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.2. T (I) ∈ GLn(F).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, let t be the smallest integer such thatσ(t) /= t , letg :=σ(t) −
t > 0, and let J = T −1(I ) ∈ Mn(F). Here, we consider the following matrix k-tuple:(
A1 :=J, . . . , At−1 :=J,At :=X, At+1 :=I, . . . , Ak :=I
)
.
This k-tuple is in Sσ for an arbitrary matrix X, since the permutation σ fixes the indices
{1, . . . , t − 1}. By the assumptions, T (Sσ ) ⊆Sσ , and we have
rk
(
I t−1T (X)T (I)k−t
) = rk(I t−1T (I)gT (X)T (I)k−t−g),
i.e.,
rk
(
T (X)T (I)k−t
) = rk(T (I)gT (X)T (I)k−t−g). (5)
Let us assume that T (I) is singular. Since T is additive, we have T (0) = 0. Since it is bijec-
tive, T (I) /= 0. Then, by Lemma 3.1, the primary rational form, C(T (I )), contains at least one
zero block and at least one non-zero block. For simplicity, assume the first one is zero, i.e.,
C(T (I )) = 0 ⊕ C, where C /= 0 is a sum of all, but the first, blocks.
By Lemma 3.1, C(T (I ))k−t = 0 ⊕ Ck−t /= 0. Consequently, E1iC(T (I ))k−t /= 0 for at least
one i. However, note thatC(T (I ))E1i = 0, so alsoC(T (I ))gE1i = 0. Now, considerP ∈ GLn(F)
such that T (I) = PC(T (I ))P−1, and choose a matrix X with T (X) = PE1iP−1. For such X,
the left hand side of (5) is one while the right hand side is zero, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.3. T preserves rank-commutativity.
Proof. Since permutation σ is non-identical, there exists the smallest integer w such that σ(w +
1) < σ(w). Consider the following matrix k-tuple:(
A1 :=I, . . . , Aw−1 :=I,Aw :=X,Aw+1 :=Y, Aw+2 :=I, . . . , Ak :=I
)
. (6)
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If rk(XY) = rk(YX) then the k-tuple (6) is inSσ . Thus,
rk
(
T (I)w−1T (X)T (Y )T (I )k−w−1
) = rk(T (I)hT (Y )T (I )sT (X)T (I)k−h−s−2),
where h = σ(w + 1) − 1  0 and s = σ(w) − σ(w + 1) − 1  0. By Lemma 3.2, T (I) is an
invertible matrix, so this simplifies into
rk (T (X)T (Y )) = rk (T (Y )T (I )sT (X)) , whenever rk(XY) = rk(YX). (7)
Therefore, it suffices to prove that T (I)s is a scalar matrix, in this case (7) further simplifies into:
rk(T (X)T (Y )) = rk(T (Y )T (X)) whenever rk(XY) = rk(YX), i.e., T preserves rank commuta-
tivity. Assume in the contrary that T (I)s is not scalar. We consider two cases:
Case 1. The primary rational form C(T (I )s) = P−1T (I)sP contains a block of dimension 2.
Again, for the sake of simplicity, we assume this is the first block. Therefore, the (1, 1)-entry
of C(T (I )s) is zero. We would then let X = Y be such that T (X) = PE11P−1 = T (Y ). This
contradicts (7), since the left hand side would be one, while the right would be zero.
Case 2. All blocks of C(T (I )s) = P−1T (I)sP are one-dimensional, i.e., C(T (I )s) = diag
(d1, . . . , dn) is diagonal. Since C(T (I )s) is non-scalar, at least two diagonal entries differ. For
the sake of simplicity, assume d1 /= d2. Note that by Lemma 3.2 the matrix T (I)s is invertible,
so d1 /= 0. Then, the similarity by the matrix S :=
[
d2
d1
1
1 1
]
⊕ In−2 transforms this matrix into
SC(T (I )s)S−1 =
[
0 d2
−d1 d1 + d2
]
⊕ diag(d3, . . . , dn)
with the zero (1, 1)-entry. We can then reach a contradiction as in Case 1. 
Definition 3.4. Let ρk ∈ Sk be a distinguished permutation defined by ρk(i) :=k − i + 1. Note
that ρk is the only monotone decreasing permutation in Sk .
Definition 3.5. Let k  3 and σ ∈ Sk be fixed. For any 1  i1 < i2 < i3  k we define the per-
mutation τ = τi1,i2,i3 ∈ S3 as follows. Denote jl = σ(il), l = 1, 2, 3. The permutation τ is defined
uniquely by the property: τ(1), τ (2), τ (3) ∈ {1, 2, 3} are such that jτ(1) < jτ(2) < jτ(3).
Lemma 3.6. Let k  3, σ ∈ Sk \ {id, ρk} be fixed. Then there exist indices 1  i1 < i2 < i3  k
such that τi1,i2,i3 /= id and τi1,i2,i3 /= ρ3.
Proof. If k = 3 we let τi1,i2,i3 :=σ . Otherwise, let w be the smallest integer with σ(w + 1) <
σ(w). Suppose w  2. Then σ(w − 1) < σ(w) and we take i1 = w − 1, i2 = w, i3 = w + 1 to
get τ = (123) or τ = (1)(23).
Suppose lastly w = 1, i.e., σ(2) < σ(1). If there exists t , 3  t  k, such that σ(2) < σ(t)
we take i1 = 1, i2 = 2, i3 = t to get τ = (12)(3) or τ = (132). Otherwise, we have σ(1) = k and
σ(2) = k − 1. Since σ /= ρk , there exist u, v, 3  u < v  k such that σ(u) < σ(v). In this case
we take i1 = 2, i2 = u, i3 = v, to get τ = (132). 
Lemma 3.7. Let k3, σ ∈Sk\{id, ρk}be fixed. Then there exists a matrix k-tuple (A1, . . . , Ak) ∈
Sσ such that
rk(Ak · · ·A1) /= rk
(
Aσ(k) · · ·Aσ(1)
)
.
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Proof. Let us consider first the case k = 3. The only four relevant permutations are σ = (132),
and σ = (123), and σ = (12)(3), and σ = (1)(23). It is an easy exercise that, in each case, the
3-tuple (A1, A2, A3) = (E11, E11 + E21 + E22, E22) has the required property.
If k > 3 we pick a permutation τ = τi1,i2,i3 ∈ S3 from Lemma 3.6. Then, (Ai1 , Ai2 , Ai3) =
(E11, E11 + E21 + E22, E22), and Aj :=I for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} \ {i1, i2, i3} has the required
property. 
Lemma 3.8. The transformation T : Mn(F) → Mn(F) defined by T (A) = αP (Aφ)trP−1 for
some non-zero α ∈ F, P ∈ GLn(F), and automorphism φ : F → F preserves Sσ if and only
if σ = ρk .
Proof. It is straightforward to check that T preserves the setSρk . On the other hand, if σ /= ρk ,
then k  3 and by Lemma 3.7 there exists a matrix k-tuple (A1, . . . , Ak) ∈Sσ such that
rk(Ak · · ·A1) /= rk
(
Aσ(k) · · ·Aσ(1)
)
.
For this k-tuple we have
rk (T (A1) · · · T (Ak)) = rk
(
αkP (A
φ
1 )
tr · · · (Aφk )trP−1
) = rk ((Atr1 · · ·Atrk )φ)
= rk(Atr1 · · ·Atrk ) = rk(Ak · · ·A1)
/= rk(Aσ(k) · · ·Aσ(1)) = rk(T (Aσ(1)) · · · T (Aσ(k))).
Hence T (Sσ )Sσ . 
Theorem 3.9. Let F be a field with charF = 0, let n  2 be an integer, and let T : Mn(F) →
Mn(F) be an additive bijection. Then T ∈  if and only if there exist a matrix P ∈ GLn(F), a
non-zero scalar α ∈ F, and a field automorphism φ : F → F, such that T has one of the following
two forms:
T (A) = αPAφP−1 for all A ∈ Mn(F) (8)
or, in the case σ(i) = k − i + 1 for all i, 1  i  k,
T (A) = αP (Aφ)trP−1 for all A ∈ Mn(F). (9)
Proof. It is straightforward to check that a transformation of the form (8) lies in . By Lemma
3.8, if σ = ρk then the transformation of the form (9) also lies in .
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3 the transformation T preserves rank commutativity. Thus,
by [2, Theorem 2.6] T takes either the form (8) or the form (9). By Lemma 3.8, the second case
is possible only if σ = ρk . 
4. Non-bijective case
The purpose of this section is to relax the bijectivity assumption, in the case where T preserves
Sσ strongly.
We first show that T preserves singularity.
Lemma 4.1. Let F be a field, charF = 0, and let T ∈ ̂ be an additive transformation. Then T
preserves the set of singular matrices.
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Proof. Assume in the contrary that there exists N /= 0 such that N is a singular matrix, while
T (N) is invertible. Fix this N and proceed by showing that at least one invertible matrix is mapped
into invertible one.
Indeed, for all integers λ ∈ N ⊂ F, except perhaps n values, λI + N is invertible. As λ is
integer, T (λI + N) = λT (I) + T (N). However, T (N) is invertible, so det(λT (I ) + T (N)) is a
polynomial in λ with the non-zero constant term. Hence, it is not identically zero and thus can
have no more than n roots. Note that F contains infinitely many integers. Consequently, there
exists λ0 such that, indeed, both matrices B = λ0I + N and T (B) are invertible.
Let w be the smallest integer such that σ(w + 1) < σ(w). We claim that there exists a matrix
X such that the following k-tuple is not inSσ :(
A1 :=B, . . . , Aw−1 :=B,Aw :=N,Aw+1 :=X, Aw+2 :=B, . . . , Ak :=B
)
.
Namely,
∏
Ai = Bw−1NXBk−w−1, while ∏Aσ(i) = BhXBsNBk−h−s−2, where h :=σ(w +
1) − 1  0 and s :=σ(w) − σ(w + 1) − 1  0. Now, since N /= 0 is singular and B is invertible,
we may find a non-zero n × 1 matrix (i.e., a vector) f such that (BsN)trf = 0, and we may find
an n × 1 matrix w such that Nw /= 0. Let X :=wf tr . Then,
rk
(
Bw−1NXBk−w−1
) = rk(Nwf tr) = rk ((Nw)f tr) /= 0,
while
rk
(
BhXBsNBk−h−s−2
) = rk(w((BsN)trf)tr) = 0.
Consequently, with this choice of X, our k-tuple is not inSσ .
However, its T -image is always in Sσ since both T (B) and T (N) are invertible. This is the
desired contradiction, since T is supposed to preserveSσ in both directions. 
We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2. Let F be a field with char F = 0, let n  2, and let T be an almost surjective
additive transformation. Then T ∈ ̂ if and only if there exist a similarity matrix P ∈ GLn(F), a
non-zero scalar α∈F, and a non-zero field homomorphism φ : F→F, such that T has one of the
following two forms:
T (A) = αPAφP−1 for all A ∈ Mn(F) (10)
or, in the case σ(i) = k − i + 1 for all i, 1  i  k,
T (A) = αP (Aφ)trP−1 for all A ∈ Mn(F). (11)
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the transformation (10) lies in ̂. Similarly for (11),
when σ = ρk .
Conversely, by Lemma 4.1 the transformation T preserves singularity. Consequently, by [5]
there exist matrices P , Q ∈ GLn(F) such that
T (A) = PAφQ for all A ∈ Mn(F) (12)
or
T (A) = P(Aφ)trQ for all A ∈ Mn(F). (13)
It remains to see that PQ = αI = QP . We proceed with the case (12).
Let integers w, h :=σ(w + 1) − 1  0, and s :=σ(w) − σ(w + 1) − 1  0 be as in the proof
of Lemma 3.3. Recall also that the matrix k-tuple (6) is inSσ if and only if rk(XY) = rk(YX).
Since T ∈ ̂, this is further equivalent to (T (A1), . . . , T (Ak)) ∈Sσ , i.e.,
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rk
(
(PQ)w−1 · (PXφQ) · (PYφQ) · (PQ)k−w−1)
= rk((PQ)h · (PYφQ) · (PQ)s · (PXφQ) · (PQ)k−h−s−2).
Since P , Q are invertible, this simplifies into
rk(XY) = rk(YX) ⇐⇒ rk(Xφ · (QP ) · Yφ) = rk(Yφ · (QP )s+1 · Xφ). (14)
Write (QP ) = ∑ uijEij and (QP )s+1 = ∑ vijEij . Note that Eφij = Eij for all 1  i, j  n
since φ is a field homomorphism. We now proceed in several steps:
Step 1. The matrices (QP ) and (QP )s+1 have non-zero entries on the same positions.
To see this, choose any (i, j), and put X = Eij = Y into formula (14). Hence, Eij (QP )Eij =
ujiEij and Eij (QP )s+1Eij = vjiEij are of the same rank. Thus, uij /= 0 if and only if vij /= 0
for all 1  i, j  n.
Step 2. The matrices (QP ) and (QP )s+1 are either both diagonal or they both have non-zero
entries precisely at the off-diagonal positions.
To see this, choose any distinct (i, j) and note that the matrices X :=Eii and Y :=Eij are not
rank-commutative. Therefore, by (14), precisely one element of the pair {rk(Eii(QP )Eij ), rk(Eij
(QP )s+1Eii)} is non-zero. Equivalently: if i /= j then either
Eii(QP )Eij = uiiEij = 0 and Eij (QP )s+1Eii = vjiEii /= 0, (15)
or else
Eii(QP )Eij = uiiEij /= 0 and Eij (QP )s+1Eii = vjiEii = 0. (16)
Suppose now uii = 0 for some i. Then, uiiEij = 0, so we must have vjiEii /= 0, i.e., vji /= 0,
for any j /= i. Now consider a pair Eij and Ejj that is not rank-commutative. Then, for i /= j we
have either
Eij (QP )Ejj = ujjEij = 0 and Ejj (QP)s+1Eij = vjiEjj /= 0, (17)
or else
Eij (QP )Ejj = ujjEij /= 0 and Ejj (QP)s+1Eij = vjiEjj = 0, (18)
and by applying the formula (17) from the right to the left we next obtain that ujj = 0 for any j ,
i.e., all diagonal entries of (QP ) are zero. As above it then follows from (15) that vjl /= 0 for any
j /= l, i.e., all off-diagonal entries of (QP )s+1 are non-zero. Therefore, by Step 1, both (QP )
and (QP )s+1 have non-zero entries precisely at off-diagonal entries.
Suppose lastly that uii /= 0 for any i = 1, . . . , n. Similar arguments as before now give that
(QP ) and (QP )s+1 are both diagonal.
Step 3. Actually, (QP ) and (QP )s+1 are both diagonal.
Obviously, it suffices to see that the second possibility of Step 2 is contradictory. Assume other-
wise and consider rank-commutativeX=E11 andY =E11+E12. Consequently,E11(QP )(E11 +
E12) = u11(E11 + E12) = 0, while (E11 + E12)(QP )s+1E11 = (v11 + v21)E11 = v21E11 /= 0.
Therefore, rk(Xφ(QP)Yφ) = 0, while rk(Xφ(QP)s+1Yφ) /= 0, a contradiction to (14).
Step 4. It remains to show that all diagonal entries are the same.
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This can be seen as in [2, Proof of Lemma 2.4]. We give the short proof for the sake of
completeness. Let (QP ) = diag(d1, . . . , dn). Assume erroneously that di /= di+1 for some i,
i = 1, . . . , n. Consider the following matrices:
X = Eii + Ei,i+1, Y = Ei,i+1 − Ei+1,i+1.
Then rk(XY) = 0 = rk(YX). Thus, by the formula (14) we have
rk(XQPY) = rk(Y (QP)s+1X).
However, XQPY = (di − di+1)Ei,i+1 /= 0, while Y (QP)s+1X = 0. The obtained contradic-
tion concludes the proof in the case (12).
Consider lastly the remaining case (13). Similarly with the previous case we deduce that
rk(XY) = rk(YX) if and only if
rk
(
(Xφ)tr · (QP ) · (Y φ)tr) = rk ((Y φ)tr · (QP )s+1 · (Xφ)tr) .
Proceed as in Steps 1–3 in the previous case, with the same substitutions for X and Y , to
get that (QP ) is a diagonal matrix. To see that (QP ) is scalar we consider X = Eii + Ei+1,i ,
Y = Ei+1,i − Ei+1,i+1, and repeat the arguments from Step 4.
Finally, recall from Lemma 3.7 that the case (13), therefore (11), is possible only when
σ = ρk . 
5. The examples
Remark 5.1. If T /∈ ̂ is a non-surjective transformation defined by T (X) = PXφQ then T can
preserveSσ , although PQ is non-scalar.
Example 5.2. Let φ : F → F be a non-surjective field homomorphism such that F, viewed as a
vector space over its subfieldO = φ(F), is at least five-dimensional (such φ exists, say, on F = C,
see [3, Ex. 1, p. 115], [12]). Let 1, γ11, γ12, γ21, γ22 ∈ F be linearly independent over O. Let
Q = ∑ γijEij ∈ M2(F) and T : M2(F) → M2(F) be defined by T : A 	→ AφQ = IAφQ. Then
T preserves rank commutativity.
Indeed if A1 is invertible then Aφ1 is invertible and
rk(T (A1)T (A2)) = rk(Aφ1QAφ2Q) = rk(Aφ2 ) = · · · = rk(T (A2)T (A1)).
Similarly, if A2 is invertible, then rk(T (A1)T (A2)) = rk(T (A2)T (A1)). However, if rkA1 =
rkA2 = 1 then T (A1)T (A2) = Aφ1QAφ2Q /= 0. Namely, if Aφ1QAφ2Q = 0 then Aφ1QAφ2 = 0,
and thus the elements γij are linearly dependent over O, which is a contradiction. Thus, rk(T (A1)
T (A2)) = 1. Similarly, rk(T (A2)T (A1)) = 1. Hence, the transformation T maps every pair of
matrices into a rank commutative pair. Thus, it preserves rank commutativity.
Remark 5.3. Note that there exist almost surjective additive transformations in  which are
neither of type (10) nor of type (11).
Example 5.4 [5, Proposition 1.1]. Let R be a field of real numbers, K be its subfield of the same
cardinality, such that R is transcendental over K, t ∈ R \ K be a transcendental element over K.
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Let f : Mn(R) → K and gij : R → K be injective additive mappings (as for their existence:
regard Mn(R), R, and K as vector spaces over the field of rational numbers Q. Each has a linear
basis [3, p. 95] with continuum many elements, so there exist injective Q-linear—hence injective
additive—mappings). We now consider the transformation T : Mn(R) → Mn(R) defined by
T (A) = f (A)tI +
∑
i,j
gij (aij )Eij .
Similar with [5, Proposition 1.1] one can easily check that T is almost surjective and sends all
non-zero elements into invertible ones. Thus, it preservesSσ for every k and every σ ∈ Sk .
Remark 5.5. Note that there exist almost surjective additive transformations in ̂ which are not
surjective: Consider, e.g., X 	→ Xφ , where φ : F → F is a non-surjective field homomorphism.
Note that rkX = rkXφ (see [3, Ex. 1, p. 115], [12] for the existence of such φ on F = C).
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